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Course includes the following aspects:

The role of the umpire No ball

Dress code Wide ball

The over LBW

Positioning Ways of being out

Scoring of runs Byes and Leg byes

Field craft & good practice

Calls & signals given by umpire to scorers

Summary of 2017 changes

Rules specific to Belgium
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Role of the Umpire 

and dress code
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ROLE OF THE UMPIRE

An umpire in cricket (from the Old French nompere

meaning not equal, i.e. not a member of one of the teams, 

impartial) is a person who has the authority to make 

decisions on the cricket field, according to the Laws of 

Cricket. Besides making decisions about legality of 

delivery, appeals for wickets and general conduct of the 

game in legal manner, the umpire also keeps a record of 

the deliveries and announces the completion of an over.

Umpire (cricket)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_Cricket
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appeal_(cricket)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicket
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over_(cricket)


ROLE OF THE UMPIRE

Umpire is there …

- according to the Laws and rules; and

- within the Spirit of Cricket

- to deal with any disputes that arise; and

- to help educate the players

to ensure that the match is played:

- to see that, as far as possible, the two 

teams get a fair opportunity to use their 

talents to the full; and



ROLE OF THE UMPIRE

Pre-match, during match, post-match…

- Arrive 45 minutes before start (pre-match preparations)

- Keep tabs on game (when players leave field, how 

many overs each bowler bowls, score total), call drinks, 

check over-rate, call Time

- Count players & check scorers/partner(s) are ready

- Receive team sheets & match balls from the captains
- Ensure toss takes place 30 - 15 minutes before start

- Call play

- At the toss discuss Laws, obstructions, local rules

- Sign the match results sheet

- Ensure you new ball, pen/paper, time-piece, etc.



TRADITIONAL ‘ON-FIELD’ DRESS CODE

Smartly dressed umpires 

will create a good first 

impression with players

Badly dressed umpires will 

find it harder to establish 

any credibility with the 

players, spectators and 

club/tournament officials

Wear your BCF Polo &

dark trousers



BELGIUM UMPIRES ‘ON-FIELD’ DRESS CODE

Creates a consistent look 

and allows umpire to move 

around with ease

Dark trousers/skirt –

dark blue or black

White shoes/boots –

NOT trainers

White sun hat/panama –

NOT baseball caps
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LAW 22 - THE OVER

6 balls per over 

bowled from alternate ends;

Over starts when bowler 

starts his run up; OR



LAW 22 - THE OVER

(if he does not have a run-up)

when bowler starts 

his delivery action.

Umpire calls ‘over’ after 6 legal deliveries



LAW 22 - THE OVER

If umpire miscounts …

over will stand as counted

Please signal on the 4th ball of the over!



LAW 22 - THE OVER

A ball will not count as one in the over if it is:

- A no ball or

- A wide ball or

- Where the Law says so
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POSITIONING

Umpires shall stand where they can best see any 

action upon which their decision is required 

BOWLER’S END

Behind the stumps in order to see:

(with little or no head movement)
bowler’s feet in delivery stride -

flight of the ball after it leaves bowler’s hand

ball pitch and reach the striker



POSITIONING

- not too close



POSITIONING

- but not too far away



POSITIONING

- just about right

- about 2 - meters



ESSENTIAL for judgement of:

GOOD POSITIONING - especially at bowler’s end

run outs

short runs

(i.e. ensure batsman makes good 

his ground at the END of each run)

POSITIONING



POSITIONING

GENERAL advice: 

- follow the ball



POSITIONING

Generally follow 

the ball … BUT



POSITIONING

Umpire is NOT impeding fielder

In this case:

run to OPPOSITE side



POSITIONING

STRIKER’S END

Approx. 20 - 24 metres 

from wicket. The same

distance from the stumps

as the striker’s end umpire

Square with 

popping crease

At square leg or …



POSITIONING

STRIKER’S END

… at point.

Wherever you can best see 

what is happening

If the wicket keeper

stands up. Move inline with

the wicket so the you can

see if the wicket keeper

encroaches

Or:
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No Ball

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



LAW 24 - NO BALL

Mode of delivery

Umpire must ask the 

bowler what action he 

is going to use

Umpire must then give 

this information to the 

striker

Right arm … 

over the wicket

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



LAW 24 - NO BALL

If bowler changes action 

without telling Umpire …
No ball

Umpire will call & signal

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



FRONT FOOT

In the delivery stride …

some part of the front foot …

whether grounded or raised …

must be BEHIND the Popping Crease.

Delivery stride = last deliberate placement of feet prior to delivery

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



FAIR DELIVERY

Some part of front foot is 

behind Popping Crease

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



FAIR DELIVERY

Some part of front foot is 

behind Popping Crease

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



FAIR DELIVERY

Although in the air - part of front 

foot is behind Popping Crease

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



NO BALL

No part of front foot is BEHIND Popping Crease

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



NO BALL

No part of front foot is behind Popping Crease

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh-S_KTtdWA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh-S_KTtdWA


NO BALL

If ALL of the front foot is over imaginary line

LAW 24 - NO BALL FOOT FAULTS

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



LAW 24 - NO BALL

Ball bouncing more than once

If ball, before it reaches the Popping Crease and has not 

touched the striker’s bat or person...

bounces more than once (i.e. 2 times or more)

OR rolls along the ground

bowler’s end Umpire will call & signal No Ball

Note: Ball coming to rest in front of striker’s wicket

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



If the bowler breaks the wicket during his delivery stride.

LAW 24 - NO BALL BREAKING THE WICKET

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



LAW 24 – FIELDING RESTRICTIONS

Applies at the instant the bowler releases the ball

Applies to whole match:

Max. 5 on leg

Max 2 behind leg

Applies to Power Play:

max. 2 outside outer

circle 1st 6 overs (1/3rd)

Otherwise max 5 outside 

T20:  20 OVER GAMES

30 yards (27.5m) from middle stump



LAW 24 – FIELDING RESTRICTIONS

Applies at the instant the bowler releases the ball

Applies to whole match:

Max. 5 on leg

Max 2 behind leg

Power Plays:-

01-10: 2 Players outside

11-40: 4 Players outside

40-45: 5 Players outside

50 OVERS Div 1

30 yards (27.5m) from middle stump



LAW 24 – FIELDING RESTRICTIONS

Applies at the instant the bowler releases the ball

45 OVERS Div 2, 3, 4 & 5

30 yards (27.5m) from middle stump

Applies to whole match:

Max. 5 on leg

Max 2 behind leg

Power Plays:-

01-09: 2 Players outside

10-35: 4 Players outside

36-45: 5 Players outside



LAW 24 – FIELDING RESTRICTIONS

Applies at the instant the bowler releases the ball

Applies to whole match:

Max. 5 on leg

Max 2 behind leg

Applies to Power Play:

max. 2 outside inner 

circle 1st 9 overs (1/5th)

Otherwise max 5 outside 

45 OVERS Div 2, 3, 4 & 5

30 yards (27.5m) from middle stump



LAW 42 - DANGEROUS & UNFAIR BOWLING

Fast short pitched (bouncer)

Any delivery that pitches & then passes (or would have passed)

• over head height of striker

• standing upright at the crease

is a No Ball (even though it may not threaten physical injury)

Full pitched (beamer)

Any delivery:

• that passes or would have passed on the full above waist

(bottom of the ribs) of striker standing upright at crease

is a No Ball 

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



LAW 24 - NO BALL

OUT from a no ball

Run out

Hit the ball twice

Handled the ball

Obstructing the field

ie. Any way by which the bowler does NOT get credit

THE BATSMAN GETS HIMSELF OUT !

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



Penalty for a no ball

LAW 24 - NO BALL

1 run penalty is awarded INSTANTLY

This 1 run penalty will stand whatever happens

Any runs which ensue are recorded in 

ADDITION to this penalty

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



Runs resulting from a no ball – how scored

LAW 24 - NO BALL

1 run penalty recorded as no ball EXTRAS

If he does NOT hit the ball and runs are scored,

they are recorded as byes or leg-byes

Batsman credited ONLY with runs scored from bat

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



1 No ball EXTRA

3 To striker

TOTAL RUNS = 4

A no ball is delivered

Ball is hit by striker and 

3 runs are completed

Runs from a no ball – example of how scored

(debited against bowler)

(debited against bowler)

LAW 24 - NO BALL

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



1 No ball EXTRA

3 Byes

TOTAL RUNS = 4

A no ball is delivered

Ball NOT hit by striker

and 3 runs completed 

Runs from a no ball – example of how scored

(debited against bowler)

(not debited against bowler)

LAW 24 - NO BALL

In BCF organised games all No-balls are free hits



Wide Ball
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LAW 25 - WIDE BALL

(Ball passing over head of striker is NOT a wide - see Law 42.6(b) (ii))

Ball is only wide if not

sufficiently within reach of striker 

for him to hit it with his bat

by means of a normal cricket stroke

(Not necessarily a text book stroke)

BOTH from where he is standing (when making the attempt) AND

when standing in a normal guard position (as illustrated)



Delivery not a wide:

- If ball touches striker’s

bat or person at any time

LAW 25 - WIDE BALL

causing ball to pass wide of him
- If striker MOVES,

(Had striker not moved away he

would have been able to reach the ball)



bringing the ball within reach

- If striker MOVES,

LAW 25 - WIDE BALL

(If striker misses or leaves 

the ball, it is NOT a wide)

Delivery not a wide:



LAW 25 - WIDE BALL

PROFILE:- Any ball 

passing the stumps on 

the leg side & behind 

the striker (when in a 

normal batting stance 

(about middle & leg) is 

a wide ball



Penalty for a wide

1 run penalty is awarded INSTANTLY

This 1 run penalty will stand whatever happens

Any runs which ensue are recorded in 

ADDITION to this penalty

LAW 25 - WIDE BALL



1 wide

2 wides

TOTAL RUNS = 3

A wide is delivered

batsmen run & 

complete 2 runs

Runs from a wide – example of how scored

(debited against bowler)

(debited against bowler)

LAW 25 - WIDE BALL



LAW 25 - WIDE BALL

OUT from a wide ball

Run out

Handled the ball

Obstructing the field

Hit wicket

Stumped

Bowler does NOT get credit for these 3

Bowler DOES get credit for these 2
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Bowled



Striker is bowled when:

The ball breaks the wicket …

even though it may have hit the bat or striker first

(‘played on’ is not a method of dismissal),

(eg. Having played a defensive stroke he may accidentally 

kick the ball onto his wicket … he is out bowled)

LAW 30 - BOWLED

and no one other than striker is involved.

Striker is vulnerable until the ball has been touched 

by the fielding side



Bowled takes precedence over any other dismissal

(eg. Ball hits pads first - LBW -

and then breaks wicket.

Striker is out - bowled NOT Leg before wicket)

LAW 30 - BOWLED

Striker cannot be bowled from a no ball / free hit
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Caught



LAW 32 - CAUGHT

Can be caught off ANY PART of the glove,

including any arm band touching the glove.

- the ball; and 

The act of making the catch:

- Ends when he has complete control over both

- Starts when the fielder first handles the ball; and

- his own movement

(He can leave the field and return to complete a valid catch)

Catch is only valid from a fair delivery



It is a fair catch if the ball …

is hugged to body of fielder 

LAW 32 - CAUGHT



It is a fair catch if the ball …

lodges in the 

wicket-keeper’s pads 

LAW 32 - CAUGHT



It is a fair catch if the ball:

ACCIDENTALLY lodges in clothing of a fielder

Rebounds off umpire or batsman

LAW 32 - CAUGHT



It is a fair catch if the ball …

is in the hand(s) touching 

the ground; and  

provided the ball does not 

touch the ground

LAW 32 - CAUGHT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YV6UKQkMobU&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YV6UKQkMobU&feature=related


Although hand is in the 

air over the boundary 

line …

feet are GROUNDED 

inside boundary; so

FAIR catch

LAW 32 - CAUGHT



Although hand is in 

the air over the 

boundary fence …

no part of fielder is 

touching the fence; so

FAIR catch

LAW 32 - CAUGHT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70LvyPndFQQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70LvyPndFQQ


NOT OUT if:

LAW 32 - CAUGHT

Ball rebounds from 

a fielder’s helmet 

and is then ‘caught’

Off a Free Hit



New in 2017:

Note: Caught takes precedence over 

any other dismissal except BOWLED

The wearing of protective

equipment has, sensibly,

become a standard part of the

game and is compulsory for

juniors batting, wicket-

keeping or standing up.

A batsman can now be

dismissed caught, stumped

or run out from a ball that has

touched, rebounded from, or

lodged in a fielder’s helmet.

LAW 32 - CAUGHT
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L.B.W.



… or on the off side?

1. Did ball pitch between wicket and wicket 

LAW 36 - LBW

Cannot be out L.B.W. 

if ball pitches 

outside leg stump



LAW 36 - LBW

2. Was the 1st point of interception the striker’s person 

or equipment

… and not the bat?



LAW 36 - LBW

Batsman MAKING a 

genuine attempt to hit 

the ball with the bat.

3. Was that 1st interception between wicket and wicket?



LAW 36 - LBW

3. Was that 1st interception between wicket and wicket?

If interception is OUTSIDE off stump batsman is not out

Batsman MAKING a 

genuine attempt to hit 

the ball with the bat.



Batsman NOT making a 

genuine attempt to hit the 

ball with the bat.

LAW 36 - LBW

or on the off side?
3. Was that 1st interception between wicket & wicket 

When no attempt is made to hit the ball with the bat, 

even if the interception is OUTSIDE off stump … 

the batsman CAN be given out



LAW 36 - LBW

4. Had the ball NOT been intercepted …

in the UMPIRE’S opinion, would it have hit the wicket?
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Whoever is nearest the wicket that is broken

LAW 38 - RUN OUT

Who is out - when both batsmen are out of their ground?



LAW 38 - RUN OUT

Whoever is nearest the wicket that is broken

Who is out - when both batsmen are out of their ground?



The unoccupied ground belongs to the other 

batsman and he is out if that wicket is broken

LAW 38 - RUN OUT

Who is out - when 1 batsman is occupying 

his ground?
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Stumped



LAW 39 - STUMPED

Striker is OUT Stumped if:

Wicket-keeper ALONE breaks wicket with striker

out of his ground (not in the act of running)



LAW 39 - STUMPED

- No ball / Free Hit has been called

- With the ball in hand; or

Wicket-keeper can break the wicket:

Striker will NOT be stumped if:

- By kicking/throwing the ball onto the wicket; or

- Ball rebounding from his helmet/pads/person
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Other ways of being out



Either batsman DELIBERATELY prevents the fielding 

side from fielding the ball … by physical action

… or word of mouth; eg: loudly calling for a run 

when a catch is being attempted

Obstructing the field

Hit the ball twice

Striker is only allowed ONE hit at the ball; unless

he is protecting his wicket from the ball

OTHER WAYS OF BEING OUT



Note: From 2014 this is limited to when the batsman is playing the ball or its immediate aftermath, i.e. 

when defending his wicket. Consequently, only the striker can be out this way. Any subsequent 

handling by either batsman will be subject to Obstructing the field.  (See Laws 33 and 37)

Hit wicket

If striker hits his own wicket whilst playing at ball

Handled the ball

Neither batsman is 

allowed to use hands 

to stop/deflect the ball

OTHER WAYS OF BEING OUT



eg. Striker’s hat/helmet 

falling onto wicket

LAW 35 - HIT WICKET

eg. Breaking wicket with bat, 

part of the bat, treading on 

wicket

Batsman is 

OUT Hit Wicket 

ie. Breaking the wicket with anything other than the ball



WAYS OF BEING OUT

Entry in 
scorebook

Umpire who 
gives decision

Does bowler 
get credit?

Possible from 
No Ball

Possible from 
Wide

Possible Runs 
scored by 

striker

BOWLED Bowler's End Yes No No None

CAUGHT Bowler's End Yes No No None

L.B.W. Bowler's End Yes No No None

STUMPED Striker's End Yes No Yes None

HIT WICKET Striker's End Yes No Yes None

RUN OUT

Umpire at the 
end where 

Run Out took 
place No Yes Yes

All completed 
runs

OBSTRUCTING 
FIELD Bowler's End No Yes Yes

All completed 
runs, except 

where catch is 
prevented

HIT BALL TWICE Bowler's End No Yes No None

TIMED OUT Bowler's End No n/a n/a None
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Scoring runs



LAW 18 - SCORING

Runs are scored:

A boundary is scored

(eg. no ball, wide ball)

When batsmen, at any time while ball is in play, 

cross and make good their ground from end to end

Runs can be disallowed under some circumstances

Penalty runs are awarded



Short runs … defined as the failure to COMPLETE

a run before turning for a further run 

LAW 18 - SCORING



Short runs:

Where striker

starts the run 

from is irrelevant

LAW 18 - SCORING



Short runs

Where the short run is ACCIDENTAL …

after ball is dead, call & signal ‘short run’

If both umpires call ‘short run’ … CONSULT

LAW 18 - SCORING

- If it is the SAME run … deduct 1 run

- If it is a DIFFERENT run … deduct 2 runs

Batsmen stay where they are



LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES

Overhanging 

trees, bushes etc.

As soon as the ball touches any part of a tree, bush 

etc. that is grounded BEYOND the boundary … 

a boundary is scored. 



where the boundary is a fence, wall 

or advertising board etc.

LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES

Where the boundary is a fence, 

wall or advertising board etc.

The boundary is at the point where 

the fence, wall, etc meets the ground

If a ball goes through it on the full, and 

subsequently touches the ground … 

it is a boundary 6

If ball hits a boundary fence on 

the full … it is a boundary 6



The ball landing on rope or line is 6

LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES

Ball has reached the boundary as soon as it 

touches the front part of the rope or line



fielder CANNOT lean on fence/wall/board to take a ‘catch’.

LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES

Fielder CANNOT lean on 

fence/wall/board to take catch 

… this is a boundary 6



fielder ‘catching’ ball standing on the boundary line 

- 6 scored

Fielder ‘catching’ ball standing 

on the boundary line … 6 scored

LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES



Although ball has not 

reached boundary …

… fielder has some part of her 

body grounded beyond it; so Boundary 4 

LAW 19 - BOUNDARIES



If any ball (other than a wide) 

passes the striker, without touching his bat or person,

LAW 26 - BYES

then any runs scored are recorded as byes.

Except the penalty run, runs scored when a no ball does 

not touch the bat or person of the striker are recorded 

as byes
ALL runs scored when a wide is bowled are recorded 

as wides

Byes 



If any ball

first touches the person of the striker and makes no 

subsequent contact with the bat;

LAW 26 - LEG BYES

any runs scored are recorded as leg byes.

If a no ball

Leg byes 

first touches the person of the striker and makes no 

subsequent contact with the bat;

Except the no ball extra, any runs scored are 

recorded as leg byes



For leg byes to be allowed, the striker must:

Attempt to play the ball with the bat OR

Be trying to avoid being hit by the ball 

Otherwise the umpire will disallow ALL runs

LAW 26 - LEG BYES



Is this a genuine attempt to

play the ball with the bat?
Is this?

For leg byes to be allowed, the striker
must attempt to play the ball with the bat

LAW 26 - LEG BYES



If leg byes are disallowed the umpire will wait until:

Batsmen have 
completed a single

- call & signal dead ball

- return batsmen to original ends

- ensure scorers do not record any runs

LAW 26 - LEG BYES

OR ball reaches 
the boundary

Then he will:

(This gives 
the fielding 
side a chance 
of a run out)
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Calls & signals 

given by umpires 

to scorers



No ball - plus a 

call

2nd signal to scorers - is when 

acknowledgement is given

CALLS & SIGNALS

No ball signal,  plus a call

… only for players’ benefit

No ball



CALLS & SIGNALS

signal to scorers - is when 

acknowledgement is given

Wide ball - plus a call

Wide ball

Wide ball called

… only for players’ benefit



Dead ball - plus a call Short run - plus a call

CALLS and SIGNALS

Short run

Dead ballDead ballDead ballDead ballDead ballDead ball

Dead ball signal 

plus a call

… is for players’ 

benefit

2nd signal to scorer - is when 

acknowledgement is given



SIGNALS

Leg Byes

Byes



Boundary 6Boundary 4 

SIGNALS

Boundary 6
Boundary 

4

Boundary 4 

Arm to finish across chest.



FREE HIT

SIGNALS

Circular motion above head

Last Hour

New Ball

TV Replay

Pre-signal

Time-Out/Review

Level 3 offence

Level 4 offence

Plus:



SIGNALS

Scorers must acknowledge

ALL signals given by umpire;

EXCEPT …

… it is not necessary

acknowledge this signal

Out



Where 2 or more signals are 

required, each one should be: 

separately given and 

acknowledged

4 Byes

2 or MORE SIGNALS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

followed by

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT



o Runs scored off bat from no ball now accredited to batsman

o Byes & Leg Byes from no ball are no longer no-ball extras & against bowler

o Fielder‘s and striker‘s helmet now part of game

o Mock fielding under ‚Unfair Play‘ results in 5 penalty runs (no warning)

o Mankading now up to point that bowler would have released ball (i.e. top of 

arch)

o In recreational cricket new bat dimensions valid as of 2020

o In play player absence through accident or injury no penalty

o Law 42 Player Conduct introduces penalties for Level 1, 2, 3 & 4 offences

o Umpire may award match if captain does not remove player from field (level 

3 or 4 offence)

Review of 2018 changes
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Note: Umpire may award match if captain does 

not remove player from field (level 3 or 4 offence)

2018 changes
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Excessive or 
unreasonable 
appealing

Physical contact to 
prevent catch/run

Intimidating language or 
gesture

Violence threatened or 
actual assault

Dissent Throw ball at another 
player

Threaten to assault 
player, official, spectator

Obscene or offensive 
language

Any repeat of Level 1 Any repeat of Level 2 Any repeat of Level 3

Refer to Cricket Switzerland Code Of Conduct

Warning 5 penalty runs Suspension 20% of 
innings, i.e. 4 overs or 8 
overs

Remove for entire 
match

Correct procedure:

Call & signal dead ball, collect ball, consult with colleague, note time 

(for report and for adding on time), inform captains, resume ‚play‘, 

make report



Law 1: As per Rule 4.12, a team may start a match with a minimum of eight 

(8) players on the field.  

Law 3: Requires use of neutral officials 

Law 5: As per Rule 4.8, the only ball permitted is as approved by the BCFEC.

Laws 7 & 9: The dimensions of the pitch and the bowling, popping & return 

creases remain as described in these Laws despite matting wickets generally 

being narrower than 8'8".  Where possible, the standard wicket width of 10' 

shall be marked by mowing the grass shorter to this width.

Law 10: The use of matting wickets, i.e. non-turf pitches, is permitted and 

hence Part 8 of the law applies.  

Laws 15 & 16: Hours of play are established as per the BCF Rules & Regs

Permitted variations
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Law 17: Practice on the pitch/matting wicket itself or the area parallel and 

immediately adjacent to the area is not allowed. Infringements by a bowler or 

batsman lead to an automatic suspension from bowling or batting for fifteen (15) 

minutes after the start of play.  

Law 22: Where necessary, the requirement for bowling successive overs from 

alternate ends is waived where ground limitations are deemed to require it.  

Law 25: The only variation is that a ball that pitches anywhere on the edge of or 

off the matting wicket shall be automatically called and signaled a no-ball.   

Law 42: Rules specify that Player umpires may not award five (5) penalty runs. 

https://www.cricket-belgium.com/rules-and-regulations-2017/

Permitted variations
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• BCF Officals submit a report of the match to the League Chairman when its members 

officiate - including approved umpires - on the Match Report Form. 

• Team Captains should comment to the League Chairman on any aspect of the 

officiating service provided by BCF by using the Match Report Form. The League 

Chairman will forward any complaints to League Committee or Disciplinary Panel for 

investigation* and action.  Team Captains may also be asked to contribute to an 

assessment of the overall performance of any BCF Umpire.

* The BCF may ask the League Chairman to participate in the investigation. Clubs/team management, Captains and 

players have the same obligation to participate in such an investigation as in a League Committee investigation.

NOTE CONCERNING PLAYER UMPIRES (SEE LAWS 3, 23, 24 & 27)

The neutral umpire at the bowler's end shall answer all appeals except those arising out of any of 

Laws 35 (Hit wicket), 38 (Run out) when this occurs at the striker's wicket, or 39 (Stumped).  The 

player umpire is also responsible for calling and signaling dead ball or no ball as per in Laws 23 & 24. 

A decision Not Out by a player umpire shall not prevent the neutral umpire from giving a decision, 

provided that each umpire is considering only matters within their jurisdiction. If any umpire is doubtful 

about any point that the other umpire may have been in a better position to see, they shall consult the 

latter on this point of fact and shall then give their decision.  

If there is still doubt after consultation, then the decision shall be “Not Out”.
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SPIRIT OF CRICKET

Concerns about player behavior at all levels of our great game have been rising for 

some time now.  The introduction of the sFOCUS "Spirit of Cricket Award" gives all 

clubs something tangible to strive for while upholding the traditions of cricket.  It is 

hoped that clubs in Switzerland will compete for the sFOCUS "Spirit of Cricket 

Award" just as hard as they do the League or Twenty20 Championship. 

There will be one award each year for the club that contributes the most for 

improving "the Spirit of Cricket", involving the whole club.  Each team will be 

assessed by the umpires in each match, receiving a rating out of four, based on: 

(a) The Captains’ acceptance of his responsibility for his players’ behavior; 

(b) The team’s adherence to the principles of “the Spirit of Cricket" including 

showing respect for teammates, opponents and the role of the umpires; and 

(c) Co-operation/attitude of captains and players towards umpires and their role.

sFOCUS/approved neutral Umpires solely decide the awards by assigning points to 

each team at the end of a match, based on the conduct of all team members. 
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SPIRIT OF CRICKET

Points are awarded as follows:

FOUR POINTS: Behavior was very good at all times with some exceptional 

examples displayed. Prepared to respect and observe the spirit of the game, even 

ahead of the fortunes of own team. 

THREE POINTS: Played in good spirit for the entire game with good respect shown 

at all times by all match participants.

TWO POINTS: Played hard but fair for the whole of the game. 

ONE POINT: Behavior below standard with limited respect displayed towards 

teammates, opponents and/or umpires. 

NOTE: If a player is found guilty of a breach of behavior relating to the Laws, League 

Rules or Code of Conduct, their team will automatically receive a score of minus one 

point for each guilty finding.

GUIDANCE: Points for a “normal” game are two (2) while three (3) would likely be 

only once or twice a season and four (4) – the perfect match - very rarely.
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As a BCF Official you qualify for:

- A match fee at BCF organised games

- Reasonable compensation for travel expenses at 

officially allocated matches 

- Umpiring kit (hat, shirt, jacket)

- FREE liability insurance
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And you are obliged to adhere to the BCF Codes 

of Conduct and ethics



The End

Thank you for giving up 

your day!

Enjoy your umpiring 

Questions?


